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Campus Brifes

I Calling U

111e~,gional l'e:presentative on the
executive <;!ouncil of the Amel'ican
Association of Teacher s of
The Albuquerque T u t o r i n g French (AATF).
Council will hold its annual meetAt the University of Kansas,
ing Tuesday, May 20, at 7:30
Kolbert
will teach two courses,
p.m. for the election of officers for
the poetry of the French Renais1969-70.
sance, and French literary criThe meeting will be held in the
board room of the Albuquerque ticism.
His tour of duty for the AATF
School Board at 721 Maple SE.
will
begin September 1. As reAll those who are now tutoring
gional
representative, he will ofat UNM for the Albuquerque Turepresent chapters of the
ficially
toring Council are invited to atAATF
in
the largest geographical
tend, as well as anyone who is
interested in the program for the zone of the organization which
consists of nine states including
summer or next :fall.
Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, New
Mexico, and Colorado.

Tutoring Meeting

Monday, MaY 19
Senior· Recital by Robert Vega, tenor;
Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.; no charge.
Tuesday, May 20
Albuquerque Tutoring Council meeting;
election of officers; Board roam; Albuquer ..
que School Board, 721 Maple SE: 7:30

p.m.
Wednesday, May 21
Business Administration Students As·
$ocin.tion el~tion; business administration
building ma.ll~ 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Chorus and orchestra concert; 8; 15 p.m.:
Popejoy HaJI; $1.50 for adults, $1 for stu•
dents.
Sandia Grotto meeting~ for electi.cn of
officers, slide show; '1 :30 p.m.; Room 250·E:
Union

Dr. William J. Kass, of the
University of Illinois, will lead
a UNM department of chemistry
seminar Thursday, May 22, at
4:30 p.m. in :Room 101 of the
chemistry building.
Kass will speak on "The Diffusion and Solubility of Hydrogen and Deuterium in Nickel and
Platinum."
All interested persons are invit·
ed to attend the seminar.

Astronomy Meeting
Dr. Michael D. Montgomery,
of the Los Alamos Scientific Lab·
oratories, will present a paper
Friday, May 23, for the UNM
department of physics and astronomy.
l\1ontgomet·y will speak on
"Solar Wind Plasma Observations: Vela4," in :Room 184 of the
physics building, 800 Yale NE.
Interested persons are invited
to attend the free colloquium,

Summer Orientation
Tentative dates have been announced for summer orientation
sessions for students who will be
new freshmen in September at
UNM.
The orientation ptograms are
scheduled for July 7, 91 11, 15, 17,
22, 25, and 29, and Aug. 1 and 4.
Afte1· students have been accepted for admission, they will be
invited by letter to attend one of
the ten sessions.

Subscribe to
The Lobo

Thursday, May 22
Student :Recital: :Recital Hall;

2:ao p.m.;
no ch~rg~.
u
Pt. Wililllll1 Kass: speaking on The
Diffusion and Solubility of Hydrogen nnd
Deutcri11m in Nickel and Platinum: Chem..
istry Buildingj Room 101; 4_: SO p,m.
Dr. Mi~hae1 M.antgomenr; speaking on
"Solar Wind Plasma Observations: V cia
4;'~ Physics Building; RQOm 184.
Friday, MaY 23
Society of Sigma Chi annual banquet;
Western Skies; 7 :30 p.m.
Sunday, May 25
New Mexico Chamber Orchestra recital:
Recital Hall; 4 p.m. i no charge.
Monday May 26
Brass Choir reciW: Recital Hall; 8 :15
p.m.~ no c.harge

We are hiring students who are interested in full time summer
employment, Those hired will '!mve the opport~:mity ~o c?ntinue
employment on a part time bas1s next fall. All ~obs Wlll g1ve you
tremendous experience for your next school semester regardless
of your field.

WE OFFER:
1. Salary range of $450-500 monthly, for those who qualify.
2. Opportunity to work for one of the largest companies in its
field.
3. Opportunity to advance to management positions thru the
summer,
4. $15,000 in cash scholarships.
5. $25,000 in merchandise prizes.
6. A trip to the Bahamas and around the world to those who
excel.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Large puppy-orange with black
face, baby teeth, chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.
ETHNIC ADOBE. NW Vl\llcy, Sublet, $50/
mo. J'\lne--Aug. 344~0660 eveninB"s~
4 BEDJWOM, l'h bath, unfurpished. Ncar
schools, $125 month lev.se, Northeast
heights. 345.()416 eveninga.
CHAPARRAL J).l'ARTMENTs-1 b<!rm.
furnished, no pots, close te UNM. 521
Spruce SE. 842-1864.
FOUR SEASONS APTS. 120 Cornell SE,
1 bdrm available, Swimming pool & rec•
reation rm. Call 242·0148.
CASA I,A PAz-1 bdrm, furnished, mar•
ried students. No pets. 2 blks from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242·6725.

FOR SALE

'67 NORELCO CORDLESS SHAVER w/
wrd, trimmer & case, Have beard. $14,
call .rames Z77 ·2958.
PART COYOTE PUPS, Malamute, Hus·
kie & Shepherd combination. Black or
tan. Come see. tbeir parents. Good with
ki<!s. 898·1508 eveninll'S preferred.
NORTON P-11, 750cc, 60 hp. Twin eon·
cQntries. A fine machine on or off the
road. Call Mike 242-2300.
200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Call 277-5320 or
277-5203 and make an offer.
STEREO GARRARD TURNTABLE,
spenkcrsJ Fisher amPltfyer, *-violin.
,Jackson 247·3601, 299-8860.
PUPPIES now available from Ic•floeThe l!olne of the e~tra large Mnlllll1utel.
Stud service. 208·6112.

Call Mr. Bond from 9:00A.M. ti12:00 P.M. for an interview after
completion of finals. 242-1609

EMPLOYMENT

6)

MALE STOPENT to work through Iundt
11·2. Counh·y llarn 2400 Control Sr:.
WANTF.Dt;;PLW with o.ff;;w;;
l '~'~ yr. old nirl whil"" n10the+- finl:-.hcs
dis:.wrtation. Al10nt lU hr~;. pl'r wk •• thru
summer & preferably next yr. Wnll<inr:
dista.nce from Univ. CalJ :Mrn, llia.t 247·

PERSON
2874.

Student-to eo~!ish
111~;;:
ico offie.C! for band booltinc- ar,cnry.. Cnpital unn(!ce:.;Gnr!f. C'xpcricmc.c with roelt
lmn•h !>rd<mb!"· Make $700 nnd more
monthly. Auply in wrltinff to ,AU<li<> Art,
130 Cambri~r:c, Turaon, Ar,zonn.
Southw;t ..
tire West. Good sn.lnrieo. Free rer.btrn·
tion period. Southw«~t TcMhcro ABcnct.
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

\VAN-rED:

-7)

MISCELLANEOUS

---=-

~~
Annette owen
rJ!WA ll:ostess

Be A TWA Hostess
It's like no job on earth

an

An equal opportunity employer.

;;;r.n:

WANT~m: li:!rl< .vhcci and cloctrie. Kiln,
ecranne uuvpll<"l, 242-4036 nt 0 p.m.
WANTED: Onc·bodr.,;,;; furnbhcd npt. for
June-Aug. UNM area SlOO/mo. mnx.
Niol~ Eotro. 242•1SU1, 268·2G34, lrovl!

Dear Graduating Coed:
HWbat am I doing here?"- as a TWA Hostess. After all' my :Psych major could have led ~o d b a
something interesting. I gave u~ a great job as a legal secretary, and was even accep e
Y
good law school.
Did I do the right thing? And strange
So I've been thinking. Why did I become a ~WA Hostess?
as it may seem, I know I did exactly the right thing.
It's not easy to eX]?lain all my feelings about flying for TWA, but let me try • . First, as a
Hostess I have the opportunity to meet peo~le- all kinds of people, from all ~~nds of places'
with all kinds of personalities. These are interesting peo~le. They get you ~nvolved. You
begin to understand what life is all about.
And there's the travel. There are so many fantastic places al~ over the world I canBgo ~nkTWt·
0
Paris, San Francisco, Rome; Miami, athens, DarEs Salaa~, Mad~l~, NewBY1o~k, Bomba{h· an~ c~ t~
mention a few. Every place is different. Every place ~s exc1t1.1;g.
e ~eve me,
~s c an
travel and become involved with people of many cultures is the b~g reason why I dec~ded to
fly for TWA.
Mone
of coursej is a consideration. My job is a good paying one. :aut. one thing discounts any
high~~ paying job_ the fact that r travel to places all over the world 1n the. course of a year •
while most girls are saving for that once-a-year two week vacation to a spot w1th 2,000 other
tourists.
I've had some people tell me that l'm no more tlla.n a "glorified waitl'ess.'t Sure, I serye_food
a.rtd drinks but I consider the passengers on the airline my guests: .I fee~ that ~ntertammg
and. serving guests are duties of a gracious hos~ess -not a.. "glonf1e~ wa~ tress.
None of the
passengers look on.me as a waitress. T~ey cons~d.er me a fr1end. Mak~ng a few people a l1ttle
happier each day g1ves you a great feel1ng.
The job is not all glamour. There are ups and downs and unexpected hap~en~ngs. Grouchy
.. ,
assen ers. Crying babies. Cancelled flights on Christmas Eve so you,can t get home. But ~t s
~he be~t job I could ever haver I •ve learned so much about people. l ve ,le~rned about myself.
Most girls can only dream abOut the things I've seen an?- done. Whatever ~s 1n the futul'eanother job, marriage- r feel my flying as a Hostess w1ll prove to be a.s much of an asset as
my college education.
TWA is a rapidly growing com:Pany in a.rapidly growin~ indus~ry and I have a piece of this
action. I feel 1 can really play an 1mportant part 1n keep1ng TWA No. 1.

l>.S. Yau ca.n fly.
Come in for an interview
the date: Tuesday, May 27
the place! Placement Office
the time: Contact Placement Office for
interview appbintment.
the non-ogre inte:rvievrer: Kathy Howe

:Ncw

TF:i\clrEtis\vA.'Ni·in.

number.

~WA.

,.

''
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2. Ability to converse intelligently
1. Neat in appearance
3. Willingness to work hard

So, you can see that I'm glad I decided to flY with

!JO.;f/-~

WANTED: Gid to share attractlve, quiet
ap~rtment n~ar cnmpus. 242-6850.

2)
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QUALIFICA'l'10NS

Visiting Professor
Dr. Jack Kolbert, a professor
of French at UNM, has been appointed visiting professor of
French literature at the University of Kansas in Lawrence for
this summer and has been elected

is jn ll!ffect.

SUMMER JOBS
COLLEGE
MEN & WOMEN

Lobo Louie
Applications for Lobo Louie are
now being accepted by the UNM
cheerleaders. Applicants should
put their name, grade point and
any other qualications they desire
on a piece of paper and place it in
the cheerleaders' box in the Union before May 22,
There will be a meeting for aU
applicants May 24 at 10 a.m. at
the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.

Announcements by
tbe UNM commun·
ity will be accepted
a~ The Lobo office,
A U·hour deadline

Un3 Q, w'

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

5)

Chemistry Seminar

urona.dv
3?!7t1

'Counterpoints'
Works To Halt
Use of Heroin
Marc Blum and Dave Driscoll,
two forme~· UNM students, have
started a program in Albuquerque
to stop the spread of heroin use,
and to help heroin addicts.
Driscoll and Blum arc calling
their pl·on-ram "Project Counterpoints." They fed heroin addiction can be ;,topped if the eommullity is edu('ated. They plan to fulfill this aim hy ''talking to people
on the ztrccts, :;baring thoughts
and ideas, and generally relating"
to people, said a paper they have
prepared on Counterpoints.
Information Center
They also plan to start a cente1·
where fom1er addicts will speak to
addicts and other people who want
more information about addiction.
Blum and Driscoll will also start
a "community of ex-addicts" pat..
terned after the Daytop houses in
New York. Daytop is a self-suffichmt community of former addicts,
which helps cure heroin addicts,
Blum said the program will be
aimed nt people in the University
area and the Heights.
Blum said the potential members of Counterpoint will go
through a three to four hour interview with both the directors. If
the directors "believe the prospective members have potential" two
group sessions involving members
of the Counterpoint house< and

members of the advisory board,
with the potential members.
Acceptance, Rejection
Acceptance or rejection to the
group will come out of the two
sessions.
Blum said acceptance will be
based "on the sincerity and
sh·cngth of the addicts' desh·e to
quit using heroin."
All rules, the pape,: said, will be
determined by members of the
Counterpoint household with the
exception of the standing rule that
no heroin be in the house.
Blum said two of the devices
that will be used to help addicts
stop hc1·oin use will be encounter
groups and sensitivity training,
"Strong Base"
The ]lUper prepared by Blum
and Driscoll concerning Counterpoints said group consciousness
"will pt•ovide a strong base from
which each member can draw
strength. Secondly, it is a creative
act to participate in building a
group which is an important step
toward self-confidence in any
world other than buying, selling,
and using heroin."
Blum said Counterpoints is making an arrangement with the
Bernalillo County Medical Center
for using several beds in the de·
toxification ward. If they cannot
(continued on page 4)

Reies Tijerina To Speak on Mall
Alianza leader Rl'ies I.opez Tijerina will speak at toda.y's MexicanAmel'icnn Liberation rally on the Union Mall. The rally, scheduled to
begin at noon, is being sponsored by UNM's United Mexican-American Students (UMAS).
I·~d Benavidez, a UMAS spokesman, said the rally is being held
to discuss and mnlu! public UM:AS charges o£ discrimination at the
UNM Physical Plant. Discrimination against Mexican-Americans
will 1Jc tl1e .;ubject of Tijerina's speech,
Tijerina is the founder of the Aliam:a, a militant land grant
claimant group l1ased in northern New Mexico. Tijerina 1vas several
months ago acquitted of ehnt•g!!s stemming out of a June 6, 1967 raid
on the eourthoust• in Tierra Amarilla.
Tijet'ina was also a guh!'rnatorial candidate• for the New :Mexico
Peare and Fl'eedom I'a1ty hl'fore he was dt~l'lared ineligible to run
in the election by then S!!eretary of State Ernestine Evans.
Othe1· activitit•s planned for today's rally are a "Teatro" skit by
UMAS members, and the reading of two poems, one of whiclt is entitled," I am Joaquin." I\!embers of UNM's Blacl• Studl'nts Union are
also schcdult•d to speal( to the rally.

Lobo Photo by Ton)' Loudcrbough

Campus Sweeties

Near 90 degree temperatures have been responsible for a sharp
rise in sun worshippers around campus, Se\·eral Santa Clara
beauties take a long study break to get those rays.

Honesty Overrides Justice
States Visiting Professor
By ART THOMAS
"The mall so honest that he
would not cry at his mother's
:funeral illustrates a degree of
l1onest:v that appeals to many
young p e o p 1 e today," Walter
Kaufmrtn told an audience in the
Kiva last night.
Kaufman, a visiting professor
of philosophy at Princeton University, made this remark during
his lecture, "''A Crisis in
Morality."
"Honesty is replacing justice
as being associated with integrity," Kaufman said. K:mfman
defined evo:>ry important word that
he used in his lecture. "The emergence of honesty is tee nub of the
ctisis in morality," he snid. Sincerity is often confused with
honesty in the United States,
Kaufman explained.
Degrees of Honesty
"There are degrees of honesty,"
l1e said. "The man who ms high
standards of honesty is the man
\Vho takes a great deal of pain
and trouble to find the truth,"
Kaufman said.
K au f m an defined the truly
mota! man as one who has four
rardinal virtues: honesty, couragt•, love, and lmmbition. Humbi·

tion is a word coined by Kaufman which implies that the combination of humility and ambition
is better than either of the two,
which in their extremes can be
negative.
"It is possible to be honest and
not very moral," he said in explaining terms, but he said that
you have to add courage, or the
honesty means nothing.
Love Necessary
"Love is necessary because if
a mnn is honest and courageous
and cruel he is not moral," Kaufman said.
Kaufman witnessed the Nazi
regime as a child in Germany in
the 1930's. He relied upon the old
Hebrew scripture in much of his

clarification of terms, but he said
that Judaism holds that if one
integrates ltis evil impulses into
his whole being, he becomes good.
"G. E. Moore," Kaufman sui~
"is the father of the school of
analytic philosophy, positivism,
which is popular in England and
America."
"The other side of the coin in
the emergence of honesty is its
immediate consequences," Kaufman said. "The things that arc
alarming about the new honesty
m·e inseparable from the emergence of it," he said.
K a u f m a n concluded with
"things have never been better,
that is, they have always been
lousy."

Mirage Distribution Today
The 1969 Mirage will be distributed beginning today and continuing through next week in
front 1>f the Journalism Building.
Studertts should bring the receipts that were given {}Ut when
they paid to have their pictures
taken in order to pick up thPir

copy. There will be a list of those
who have paid in the event th;tt'
some · students have lost their
receipts.
Students who did not reserve a
<"Opy at the beginning of the year
by paying for their pictures will
be able to buy the l\lirage next
week for $3 and a student ID.

UNM Students To Complete Opinion Survey
Concerns Advisement Procedures, University Services
By SUSAN SMITlt

UNM students soon will be asked to fill out
a questionnaire that will enable President Ferrel Heady's Committee on Psychological Services to reach what could be significant decisions
concerning the University's counseling system.
About 1380 UNM students have been selected
as a representative sample of the campus to fill
out the questionnaire. They were chosen on the
basis of sex, in-state and out-of-state residence,
age, marital status, a:1d college affiliation. Useful feedback a11d perctptions from the students
are an important part of the survey, Dr. Jel'ome
Levy, chairman of the Committee on Psychological Services, said. Levy is an assistant professor of psychiatry.
Variety of Questions
The questions students will be asked to answer deal mainly with opinions on the current

situation at the university in terms of advise~
ment, services that they feel should be avail~
able, the :faculty's interest in the student and
the students' overall impressions of other UNM
students' intellectual abilities.
Another section deals with some of the problems facing university students and some of the
sources of help that might be used. In a column
headed "expected" the student is asked to indicate the source of help he would be expected
to consult.
Problem Sources
Another column is provided for the source
the student with a ptohlem would probably
consult. Some of the problems cited include
thoughts of suicide, loss of interest in school,
use of alcohol, financial problems, family prob~
terns and others.
The student is also provided a space at the

end of the questionnaire in which he can cite
any other problems that "bug" him.
Student participants answering the questionnaire will not at any time be asked to identify
themselves by name.
Committee Analysis
Following receipt of the completed questionnaires, an analysis will be made by the Committee on Psychological Services and a summary prepated and submitted to President
Heady.
Members of the committee wete appointed
by President Heady with the approval of the
Committee on the University. They are Roy
Caton, chemistry; Steve Hatnish, student;
Kal'l Koenig, psychology; Particia Milner, student; and Sherman E. Smith and Chester
Travelstead, administration. Levy chairs the
committee.
'
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Recent Events

Court Nullifies
Mariiuna Law

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Supreme Court, operating with
eight justices and an empty chair
overturned Monday the federai
marijuana conviction of Dr. Timothy Leary, the controversial exponent of LSD and other hallucinatory drugs.
The unanimous decision m11y

compel the government to ask
Congress for new legislation to
prosecute marijuana possession

cases.

Editorial

Who Can Be Impartial?
An editorial comment on KQEO radio
yesterday que.;tioned the validity of the
recently-formed Citizen's Grievance Committee. The announcer who made the comment, Ed Pennybacker, said a committee
comprised of people who "are the ones
making the complaints" could not act impartially in dealing with complaints of discrimination in employment.
Pennybacker also said that judging by
the composition of the committee, it would
be more likely to act as an accuser rather
than an investigator:·
It is obvious that Pennybacker has difficulty linking "impartiality" with individuals who are associated with organizations such as the Brown Berets, the Alianza, the Black Students Union (BSU),
and the United Mexican-American Stu-

...

Bema

dents (UMAS).
What Pennybacker could probably ac. cept as an impartial committee would be
comprised of individuals who are not members of an aggrieved minority, but rather
reputable Albuquerque businessmen, civic
leaders, and employers. In other words, a
committee of people whose experience with
discrimination is limited to what they have
read in books and who are more likely to
be "the ones doing the discriminating."
We ask that Pennybacker come forward
with some suggestions for forming an impartial committee capable of understanding the problems of minority groups in all
phases of discrimination: employment,
housing, education, community services,
protection of the law, and simple human
respect.

Lobo Support Commendable

Bema is UIIJ!olicited, signed 1111e0t. e<litorial opinion, not necesoarl]y refiectinz th.- viem of The Lobo.

By SIDNEY F. JENKINS
Your support of those who
would make our country again
the "Land of the Free" is commendable. As a retired marine
officer, I am distressed to realize
that our country does not follow
the ideals and principles of liberty and freedom for which our
flag is a symbol. Our only hope
lies in those concerned citizens
who would reverse the present
trend towards a militaristic state,
as typified by the Draft, the war
in VietNam and escalation of the
arms race with ABMs. Please
continue your efforts for freedom.
I was impressed by Senator M.
'l'tatfield's recent article in the
New York Times Magazine
(March 1969) demolishing many
of the myths and fallacies used to
support that American "Sacred
Cow," the Draft. As did President
Wallis of the University of Rochester in "Science," the Senator
forcibly refuted the arguments
against a volunteer armed force.
Americans forget, as the Wall
Street Journal editorially pointed
out (March 1967), that the draft
is the most odious form of government control we have ever
accepted and that it is a basic
violation of our traditions of freedom and individuality. A volunteer force, General MacArthur reminded us, is the traditional
American one. Too many have
fargotten that many people came
to America to escape the militarism rampant in Europe not too
many years ago.
Although Universal Service has
some "altruistic" appeal, when
one is forced to do something
there is no altruism nor morality
underlying his efforts" Such service is merely a form of "forced
labor" (presumably outlawed by
the 14th Amendment to our
Constitution) and a further extension of our present un-american Draft. Most adults are worldly enough to realize that such
Universal Service would be but
another step towards more and
more control by "Big Brother"and 1984 would arrive in this
country even sooner than calen-

·~""~

dar 1984.
Recently while reading some of
General Hershey's testimony to
Congress, I was struck by the
similarity in thinking and philosophy of his ideas and those expressed by Hit 1 e r in "Mein
Kampf." Both appear to believe
that "the individual should exist
for the state" 11nd that an individual should have to do what some
bureaucrat thinks is best. "America" does not stand for this
philosophy. Yet the Draft (for
any purpose) is living evidence
that we do not practice freedomthose who believe otherwise cannot be of draftable age.
Marine General D. Shoup's article in Atlantic Monthly (April
1969) clearly points out again
the dangerous trend towards increased militarism in our country. Those who reca11 the Spanish
Civil War of the Thirties can
recognize the close similarity to
our involvement in Viet Nam and
Hitler's and Stalin's support to
opposite sides in that earlier conflict--so that their generals could
test weapons and tactics, at the
expense of Spanish lives. We
must heed General Eisenhower's
warning and get this dangerous
situation under control before it
is too late. What a "memorial"
we are building to the memory
of those many young Americans
who have died fighting for "freedom."
Fortunately more and more
Americans are recognizing the
immorality and futility of the
war in Viet Nam. Former Defense Secretary Clark Clifford
and Senator George Aiken are
among those calling upon the
president to get us out of the
war. "Business Executives Move
for Viet Nam Peace'' (BEM), one
of the many groups of loyal
Americans opposing this war, includes among its: supporters such
individuals as General David
Shoup (former Commandant of
the Marine Corps), Mr. James
Galbraith, Mr. Edwin Reischauer
(former Ambassador to Japan),
Mr. Marriner Eccles and many
prominent b•1siness executives.
Each Vietnamese could have been

given many thousands of dollars
for what this war has cost so far
and such "silver bullets" would
have built up that country instead
of killing fellow- human beings
and destroying property.
R e c en t 1 y many prominent
Americans (including outstanding scientists, some of whom were
advisors to our presidents), have
testified against escalation of the
arms race by installation of
ABMs. Their testimony, both scientifically and politically, has not
been satisfactorily refuted. In
this connection, it is interesting
to note the rash of "scare" stories
by supporters of militarism in
order to gain support by calling
on peoples' emotions. If there are
any survivors of the nuclear holocaust which is the inevitable result of a continued arms race,
they will wretch and curse when
reminded of any government that
was involved in such insane action.
I am happy to note that more
members of Congress are questioning the wisdom of such escalation, Others are also now joining such members of the Senate
as Senator W. Fulbright and Senator S. Symington (former Air
Force Secretary) in efforts to
have Congress reassert its authority over the military and not
accepting as "gospel'' everything
advocated by the Pentagon-as
had been the case previously,
Then too, the desire by Senators
M. Mansfield, E. Kennedy, C.
Percy, G. McGovern and others to
get testimony from "outside experts," rather than to rely en·
tirely on information received by
the supporters of various military programs, is an encouraging
sign.
With your support and leadership, perhaps more Americans
will make the effort required to
return freedom to America. If we
really believe in liberty and freedom, we must return this country
to basic American principles and
not use foreign idealogical techniques. "Lip service" is not
enough. Please continue your ef•
forts in this direction.

.
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"Yes, I'll take your case ...• for the usual $20,000 fee . ~ ."

by Conrad
Lobo Review

Bucl( Owens Fans Only
By BILL LITCHMAN
Buck Owens' new album "Anywhere U.S.A." (Capitol ST194) is
an excellent example of the Buck
Owens style and an indicator of
the new direction in country and
western music (new country).
This reviewer felt that, on the
whole, the album is not representative of the old style country or
western music so if you are interested in blue grass, mountain,
folk, or just pickin' and sin gin',
don't buy this album. On the
other hand, if you are a Buck
Owens fan, by all means rush
right out and get this record.
Side one contains such typical
new country songs as Gathering
Dust (vocal, Doyle Holly) and
Keep On Your Keepin' On (vocal,
Don Rich) with the latter having
been recorded twice to give the
harmony. These two have the
usual hard luck lyrics describing
luck in love. Both songs do move
out in an upbeat manner but have
a lot of electronics behind them to
enhance the sound. Anywhere
U.S.A. (vocal, Don Rich), the
title song, has some of the sound
of new country but is unusual in
the lyrics. This very happy song
is a delight to listen to and makes
the album worthwhile. Unfortunately, on this side are two tunes
which this reviewer feels should
never have been included in a
country and western album.
Greensleeves (fiddle, Don Rich) is
played in a country style but
there are so many fine country
tunes which sound so much better
on fiddle that this tune should

have been left for folk singers
and recorders. March Of The
McGregor, while it may be of interest to some people, simply
seems to be extremely out of
place. The remaining tune, TimBuck-Too (guitar, Don Rich), is
entertaining and improves with
time although it seems to be highly reminiscent, at times of a recent hit tune, Classical Gas.
The second side has two somewhat ordinary songs, The Price
I'll Have to Pay (vocal, Doyle
Holly) and Bad Luck and Bad
Weather (vocal Don Rich). The
first of these has an unfortunate
first line but otherwise both have
a good sound. Again, Don Rich has
recorded his song twice to get
the harmony. Georgia Peach (fiddle, Don Ri<'h) makes up for
Greensleeves in great style and
Aw Heck (guitar, Don Rich) is a
happy little tune that is very easy
to listen to. A highlight of this
side is Moonlight On The Desert
(steel guitar, Tom Brumley), a
very inventive rendition of a new
song, which sounds something
like what Glenn Campbell might
sing. Highland Fling is nowhere
nearly as bad as March on the
other side but then one can hardly
recognize the Scottish character.
This side is the better of the two
except for the title song and, all
in all, the music is executed very
well. To reiterate, this record is
not old style country music, blue
grass, country folk, mountain or
western but it is Buck Owens
through and through.
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Lobo Photo by Philip Shanholtzer

And here's to you, Mrs. Robinson. Exams worry me not a bit.

Concentration

Taos Art Meet: Set:
Art as propaganda and art as
it probes the human psyche are
two of the areas to be examined
during UNM's 12th annual Aesthetics Institute workshop at
Taos from June 9 until June 13.
Dr. Hubert G. Alexander, Institute Director, said that among
the members of the guest faculty
will be Professor Robert Ginsberg
of Pennsylvania State University,
and Professor Donald Verene of
Northern Illinois University.
Ginsberg's interest lies in the
aesthetics of war and myth, and
Verene's work deals with myth

and symbolic forms with special
emphasis on the philosophy of
Ernst Cassirer.
Fees for the workshop which
amount of scholarship money
credit in philosophy will include
the normal charge for a one-hour
credit course and $24 for food and
lodging at the Lawrence Ranch
for four nights.
Interested persons should contact Dr. Alexander at Hodgin
Hall, Room 302-C for reservations as soon as possible. Alexander said there is a small
amount of scholarship money
aYailable.

2004 Central SE

IS
A Good Place to Live
We Have:
Good Food,
Plenty Of It,
Maid & Linen
Service,
A Heated Pool

Across from Campus

CASA LUNA
WEDNESDAY
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

And: Our Rates Have
Been Lowered,
We Have New
Management,
New And Better
Policies,
Short Term Contracts,
Rates From $goo
per Year for UNM
Men and Women

First Person $1.45
Each Additional
in Group $.50
11 AM-9 PM
Serving the Best in Italian Cuisine
Specially Prepared with our
Home Recipes
SERVING YOU, THE LOBOS,

FOR OVER 15 YEARS
FREE DELIVERY
STARTING AT 5 PM

CALL
242-8413

The College Inn
Reserve Your Room Now Fo1· Fall 1969
303 Ash N.E. Albu.q. N.M. 87106

Buck Owens at rehearsal
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Leary, former Harvard psychology instructor, was found
guilty in Laredo, Tex., of transporting illegally imported marijuana and of failing to pay a special tax of $100 an ounce for it.

Phone 243-2881
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Asks Church Aid for Minorities

·Senator

'

Texas Solon Solicits Presbyterians To Help 'Out of Love'
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI)Texas State Sen, Joseph J. Bernal asked the 131st Assembly of
the United Presbyterian Church
U.S.A. Monday to help the nation's minority groups, not out of
fear but "out of love."
Bernal, a democrat from San
Antonio, addressed the Assem·
bly's standing C o m mitt e e on
Church and Race for one hour

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
~··

NEW MEXICO LOBO

ELECfRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW

247-8219

..... ~o'\

and asked the church to "make
a committment to the poor."
"My only wish is that whateve~·
you do through this assembly's
action or later through your congregation's action that you do it
not through fear or because of
threat but that you do it out of
love--love of God and fellow
man," he said.
Bernal praised the assembly for
having invited protestors to speak
to the group. James Forman, head
of the Black Economic Development Conference, and Elie:zer
Risco, editor of the newspaper
La Raza, presented Negro and
Mexican-American demands to
the assembly last Thursday.

. . . }!""~' . . .

KOPY- KORNER

~o"' ~<-,.

"'o ,..<>:,

for UNM Students only
"0t~1<-. ..._A
<( bP ' 0
for Theses: 100% Collen fibre-Cockle (os Required)
v-'lfti) "Sf
""
XEROX COPiES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'
247-4406
tobby-Simm• Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

~-" li'"'l

"Rather than have the protestors outside picketing, you have
brought them in," Bernal said.
"This is beautiful. It even sounds
Biblical."
In his 41-page speech, Bernal
ranged over a wide spectrum of
su.bjects from his claim of discrimination on the San Antonio
city Public Service Board to his
support of Cesar Chave:~< and the
farm workers.
But throughout ran his plea
for the church to help the Negro
and the chicano-a Mexican-American born in the United States.
"The chicano hurts," he said.
"lie hurts in San Antonio, in
Texas, and in the southwest, and
as we attempt to correct his ills
.surely we are helping all of
society. We cannot afford to do
otherwise. Likewise with the
Afro-American."
Bernal criticized the Texas
Rangers. Mexican-American leaders at times in the past have
criticized the Rangers for violating their rights.
"Persons who try to abolish
the Texas Rangers are marked a'S

being opposed to law and order,"
Bernal said.
"I ask you who has the greater
responsibility of maintaining law
and order-those who have the
power o:f government or those chi-

•
•

The graduation car.
Any questions?

.canos who are economically deprived, who don't have a peso to
hire a lawyer to protect their
rights."
Bernal was interrupted at that
JIOint by a standing ovation.

U Offers Short Study Courses
Two short courses, one on
Speed Reading and the other on
How to Study, will be taught at
UNM this ~ummer.
IIow to Study is designed for
high school and college students
who want to improve their study
habits. Instruction will include
personality assessment, motivation, research skills, library procedures, testing analysis, and
Robinson's "SQ3R" method of
study.
The instructor for the course
will be Douglas Franklin, and
the course will be taught on
either Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday mornings f1 om 9 to 11 a.m.
in Room 113 uf Mitchell Hall. The
fee for the course is $30. and a

textbook is not required.
Speed Reading is an advanced
development course for the average or above average reader who
wishes to increase his basic reading rate, achieve good comprehension, and develop flexibility in
adjustment of reading technique
and rate to suit the material being read .
The fee for the course is $30
and no textbook is required. The
instructor will be Douglas Franklin and the classes will meet Tuesday or Thu1·sday evenings :from 7
to 9 p.m. in Room 117 of Mit!!hell
II all.
The courses will begin on either
June 17, 19, or 21 and will continue for eight weeks.

Say Senator's Statement False
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A group of valley Democrats
Saturday issued a statement disputing information disseminated
last week by State Senator Michael Alarid that the valley Democrats were strongly in favor of
the proposed legislative investigation of the state's universities.
The dispute grew out of a resolution passed by the Bernalillo
County Democrat'S at their convention May 1(} which states the
county Democrats are "strongly
opposed to the action taken by
the legislature" in establishing
the investigating committee.
Group's Resolution
The county group's resolution
did not oppose all investigations
of the universities but it did state
should be

"I know the wav. home
with mv eyes closed:
Then you know \he way too well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even when you're rested.
When \hal happens, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoz® Action Aids.*They'll help you
drive home with your eyes open.
NoDoz Action Aids. No car should be without them.

Criticize Report

conducted by the proper constitu- the time the vote on the resolutionally organized bodies, i.e., the tion was taken and a majority of
those present voted for it."
university regents.
Alarid, in a statement printed
in Wednesday''S Journal, said that
"we (the valley Democrats) are
unequivocally opposed to the res(Continued from page 1)
olution" passed by the county
get the detoxification beds, the
Democrats.
Alarid also said that he releas- Counterpoints medical advisory
ed his statement only after a board will prescribe medicine :for
meeting of the valley group. The addicts going into the program.
He said the Counterpoints proLobo learned Saturday that no
ject
has options on a house in the
such meeting was ever held.
Heights,
and a cabin in the ManNot Official
zano
mountains.
Jimmy Montoya, chairman of
Counterpoint, Blum said, is now
the valley group, said Sunday being incorporated as a non-profit
that Alarid's statement "was not organization. Donations are being
an official statement" of the accepted to help support the provalley Democrats. Montoya stated ject.
that all press releases of the
Driscoll and Blum plan to take
group "are to be approved by the a two week trip to Nw York to
executive committee" and that he undergo a training period at Daydid not know about Alarid's com- top House. They now need money
ments until he read them in the to help finance the trip.
Journal.
People interested in making conMontoya declined to make any tributions or in participating in
further statement except to add the program may call Blum at 299that the valley democratic com- 4192, or Driscoll at 265-0926.
mittee would meet tonight "to
discuss the matter."
Larry Lamb, a member of the
Course in Naifajo
group which issued the statement
A junior majoring in Southcontradicting Alarid, said "his western Anthropology, Valerie
(Alarid's) statement appears to Hall has approached the language
be an attempt by some legislators department about starting a
to bootstrap their own unpopular course in the Navajo language.
legi'Slation" (i.e., try to gain pop"I think the course would
ular suport for an unpopular ac- particularly appeal to Anthrotion).
pology majors who plan to stay
Another member of the group, in the Southwest, and people in
Mrs. Cordelia Sanchez, also took linguistics, because Navajo is a
i"Ssue with Alarid's statement that very different kind of language,"
the county Democrats' resolution
Miss Hall.
was deliberately placed as the said
Miss Hall went to the head of
last item on the agenda in order the department of modern and
to ensure passage.
classical languages, Dt. Robert
Alarid stated that, "A voice Duncan, who suggested that some
vote on this question was taken evidence of student interest be
when many of the delegations had
left the floor. We are confident provided.
that had a poll o:f the precinct'S
been taken when aU delegates
Psychology Speech
were present the resolution would
Dr. Neal Miller, professor of
have been soundly defeated.''
Mrs. Sanchez said, however, ps.ychology at Rockefeller Uni"the fact that the resolutions versity, New York, will "SI)eak
would be the last item of business Friday, May 23, at 4 p.m. before
on the agenda was well known. It a joint UNM-Sandia Corp. collowas the decision of the chairman quium.
Miller will discuss "Brain and
of the resolutions committee that
B
e h a v i o r: Some Recent Re·
placed the item last on the
search."
agenda and she (Mrs. Ellen Rico)
All interested persons are inis a south valley Democrat.
Mrs. Sanchez added that many vited to the lectute in room 101
valley Democrats were present at of Mitchell Ilall.

'Counterpoints'

Why did we make it this size?
A. Maverick pinches pennies, not people. We gave
Maverick more leg room. More shoulder room. More
luggage room. Maverick's front seat offers nine
inches more shoulder room than the front seat of
the leading economy import.

Q.

Q. Wha!

do I get for the price?
A. You get your money's worth. A complete,
built-for-Americans kind of car. Room. Hot styling.
Color-keyed interiors.
Q. What kind of gas mileage can I get?

A. That depends on you as well as the car. You can get
as much as 25 or 26 miles per gallon-if you have
an educated toe and the right road conditions. If you
have a lead foot, or do a lot of city driving, you
will get a lot less. ln tests by professional drivers at
our tracks, where we do our best to duplicate actual
driving conditions, Maverick averaged 22.5 mpg.
Q. What kind of power does Maverick have?

A. Maverick's Six lets loose 105 galloping horses. That's
52 more than you get in the VW 1500. Maverick
can cover 417 feet in ten seconds from a standing
start. When you enter a 70~mph turnpike, you
won't feel like a retired bookkeeper thrust into the
middle of a pro football game.

Albuquerque Reading Institute
1417 Ce~tr(ll N.E.

Ph<>n<> 242-4046

A. This small car incorporates all the latest advances
in engineering. Its brakes are as big as a standard
compact's-designed to stop cars weighing hundreds
of pounds more. Maverick gives you weight ...
power ... stability ... designed for greater peace
of mind on high-speed turnpikes where so many
Americans spend so much of their time at 70
miles per hour.

For an authentic 1/25 scale
model of the new Ford Maverick, send $1.00 to Maverick,
P.O. Box 5397, Department
UN-72, Detroit, Mich. 48211.
(Offer ends July 31, 1969.)

*Manufacturer's suggested retail
price for the car. Price does not Include: while sidewall tires, $32.00;
dealer preparation charge, If any;
transportation charges, state and
local taxes.

IT'S THE GOING THINGI

The place yotive got to go to see what's going on-your Ford Dealer!
•
•

Free Film Demonstrdtions Nightly 6-10

Q. Can a small car be safe? And how safe is safe?

FORD

SPEED READING
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Special Group Rates

If it has an eight-inch longer wheelbase than the
import, does it still handle and park easily?
A. Maverick's turning circle is 35.6 feet (vs. 36 feet for
its leading import rival). Maverick can slant through
traffic like a halfback. It makes you a better driver
because of the nimble way it handles in traffic, goes
around corners and slides into tight parking spots.

Q.

~
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Improving Golfers Eye WAC

Part One: Morman Teachings and Black Genesis
(Editor's note: This is the first
of a two-part series dealing with
alleged discrimination policies of
Brigham Young University and
the Mormon religion. The first
section will examine the Mormon
teachings concerning the beginnings· of the black race. The
second (in tomorrow's Lobo) will
treat a case study of an UNM
black athlete and display opinions
concerning the black and the Mormon priesthood.)
By CHARLES WOOD
Situated deep in the beautiful
Wasatch Range of northern Utah,
Brigham Young University stands

on a narrow terrace overlooking
the city of Provo much like the
eroding yellow stone Cougar does
as he crouches on a rock overlooking the University's stone entrance.
Established in 1875 by the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints (the Mormons) the
school adheres to the strict morality of its founders. Students
caught smoking or consuming alcohol are immediately expelled.
Beautiful Campus
Many o b s e :r v e :r s recognize
BYU's campus surroundings as
the most beautiful in the west.
But to some observers, the word
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Inquiry into Catholicism

Mr. Robert Singer, University of New Mexico graduate
and local attorney, will conduct an eight week inquiry
class this summer. The classes will meet every Tuesday
night beginning June 17 and ending August 5 from 7:00
till 9:00 p.m. at the Newman Center. These classes will
~ cover the basic elements of Catholicism, but are directed
at the university mentality and so should be of interest

I

t to Catholics as well
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"beautiful" does not accurately
describe Brigham Young University.
"BYU is a blatantly racist inl';titution," said Sam Johnson,
ne~t year's head cheerleader and
a member of Black Student Union
(BSU). "Mormons have been
taught to discriminate against
the black man. Sure, we have discrimination here at UNM too, but
they teach it in their textboks up
there," Johnson said.
President Denies Charges
Not everyone agrees with the
charge that BYU is racist, however. "We emphatically deny the
accusation that we're racists,"
read a statement issued by BYU
President Ernest L. Wilkinson
after a demonstration protesting
alleged racial discrimination at
BYU took place prior to a BYULobo basketball game in Albuquerque last February.
Black Genesis
"And they hardened their
hearts against God and wherefOl·e, as they were white, and
exceedingly fair and delightsome,
that they might not be enticing
unto the people the Lord God did
cause a skin of blackness to come
upon them.
"And thus saith the Lord God:
I will cause that they shall be
loathsome unto the people, And
cursed shall be the seed of him

I
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McGuire Looking for Best Effort of Season
Coach Dick McGuire expects
his UNM golf team to come
th1·ough with its best golf of the
season as the linkste:rs join the
seven other conference schools in
the annual WAC championships
in the hot times in Phoenix, Arizona.
Faculty Provides;'Fun
The Lobos, allowed a bit of
restful fun in the way of a tune-

that mixeth with their seed. And
the Lord spake it and it was done.
"And because of the cursing
which wa·s upon them they did become an idle people, full of mischief and sublety, and the Lord
God said: They shall be a scourge
unto thy seed.''
Circumstances of Birth
Thus the Book of Mormon describes the beginning of the black
race. The Mormon Church bases
the individual black's circumstance
of birth, however, solely on his
performance in pre-mortal life.
In this spirit world, not all intelligence reaches the same attainment. Those of lower achievement
become blacks.

READ FASTER,
RETAIN MOREl
CUP AND
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COMPREHEND MORE!

SAVE
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ALBUQUERQUE

207 Dartmouth Dr., N.E.

FREE
THUR.
FRI.
TUES.
THUR.
FRI.

MINI-LESSONS
7:30PM
June 5
7:30PM
June 6
4:00PM
June 10
7:30PM
June 12
7:30PM
June 13

20i Dartmouth Dr., ·N.E.
June 16·July 28
June 17-July 29
June 18-July 30
June 1B·July 30
June 19·July 31
June 21-Aug. 2

Evening
Afternoon
Afternoon
Evening
Morning
Morning

*IMPROVE CONCENTRATION!

OVER A
QUARTER MILLION
GRADUATES SINCE 1959

Dear Sports Guys: How can you tell if a track star has
had one too many at a post-season celebration?
HIHURTELS
Dear Hi: Because every time he tries to throw a Javelin
he wrenches his wrist on the fender.
Dear Sports Guys: I understand the NMSU golf team had
a chance at the NCAA title last year. What happened?
REPLACIER DIVETTS
Dear Replacier: Uh-huh. They were actually leadi'ng after
three rounds but had to withdraw when they lost their ball.
Dear Sports Guys: What is a "circus catch?"
THURDSAKKER
Dear Thurd: That•s when you land a snappy date with
the Bearded Lady after the second matinee.

BuHerlleld•• ,Your Personal SeNiee Jeweler

A slight touch of
Dear Sports Guys: What does it mean when a duffer has
"six birdie shots?,.
"SLICE" SHORTIRON

Diamonds

Dear Slice: It means he filled his canary's water bowl six
times with good ol' Southern Comfort.
Dear Sports Guys: Who is the most popular member of
the swimming team among young co-ed fans?
"SPLASH" POOLE

2:00
3:00
7:00
9:00
9:00

Dear Splash: Obviously the breastroker with the most endurance.

for BIG
Santa Fe, N.M.-983-6311
Mini· lessons
Thurs. June 5, 7:30 P.M.
College of Santa Fe
Tues. June 10, 7:30 P.M.
Benifdus Hall
Thurs. June 12, 7:30 P.M.
Room 211
Class
Thurs., June 19, 7:00 P.M.
College of Santa Fe
Benildus Hall
Room 211

..

Engagements.

Ken Cooper-983-6311
(No Minl·lessons will be given)
Class
Tues. June 10
7:00 P.M.

117 Agate St.
White Rock, N.M.

Dear Sports Guys: All year long I've been reading your
column and you guys are rotten. Don't you have anything
better to do than sit around and think up that garbage?
IRATE REEDER

YOURS!

Dear Irate: Yep, but we've already seen all of the local
skin flicks.

Dodger General Manager
Declares University Night

'I

Los Alamos & White Rock

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE!

Due to the tremendous deluge of pleading mail (one letter
from a creten and two from dilapidated hockey pucks) we
simply could not let the year end without one more installment. So if you don't like it, the Good Lord knows we couldn't
care less.

7:'00

STUDY FASTER,
MORE EFFECTIVELY!

MAY WE HELP?
We have Wedding Rings ...
Orange Blossom
Gold Fashion
Art Carved
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We have other things, tool

CALL ANN DOBBINS AT 265-6761

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth Dr. NE, Albuquerque

Watches
Fine Jewelery
Gifts for Graduation

Student Credit
Opposite. , • UNM Popejoy Hall
but.~erfit~l•l
I Ill

I I I
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Albuquerque Do d g e r general
manager Charles Blaney has an·
nounced that Thursday night,
May 22, has been proclaimed University n i g h t at Albuquerque
Sports Stadium.
All UNM students and their
dates will be admitted to the
game between the Dodgers and
Amarillo Giants for only 25 cents
and their athletic ID card. The
contest gets underway at 7:45.
And the :fans coming early to
the game will be treated to a

l

®

three-inning slow-pitch sof~ball
grudge match between the UNM
All-Stars and the U of Albuquerque Don-Dons, which is set for
6:30p.m.
What the heck, finals don't
start until next week.

-----

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

jmveler~

2312 CENTRAL SE

Editor:
John
Moser

By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER

CHOICE OF 6 CLASSES

MON.
TUES.
WED,
WED,
THUR.
SAT.

up match with the UNM fac11lty
last week, have shown favorable
signs of progress in the latter
part of the season, with a strong
third place finish two weeks ago.
The 'Pack led the entire field at
the Peak after the first round,
and upstart Wes Wilkining raised eyebrows all over with a surprise first place finish in a gi'oup
of some of the nation's finest collegiate competitors. Wilkining

k The Sports Guys

A study of Mormon doctrines
concerning the blacks reveals that
a great many inconsistencies
exist. Some Mormon leaders attribute Cain as being the first
black after God placed His mark
upon him after killing his brother
Abel. What the mark was that
came 1,1pon Cain and enabled
others to distinguish him from
the other children of Adam is
not made clear in the Bible,
though.
Other Mormon Opinion
Still other Mormon leaders attribute Cannan, son of Ham, as
being the first black. The Bible
refers to a curse being placed
upon the evil Caanan by his
grandfather Noah. In the Book
of Moses, Moses says, "and there
was a blackness came upon all
the children of Caanan, that they
were despised among all people.
And they were the seed of Cain,
for the seed of Cain were black,
and had not place among the
other residue o:£ the sons of
Adam.''
(TOMORROW: A case study ()f
a UNM black athlete's treatment
in Provo and tw() opini0115 c:on·
cerning the blacks' inability to
enter the Mormon priesthod.)
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ALBUQUERQUE

YOU ·CAN:
READ 3 TO I 0 TIMES FASTER!
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Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
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Injuries Dim Chances
For

UNM

An unbelievable rash of injuries
at the dual last week with Abilene Christian College ·has turned
off the switch on any dim hopes
the UNM track team had of finishing in the upper division in
this weekend's WAC championships in Tempe.
Despite edging ACC 70-69, the
Lobos lost the effective services
of four top performers.
Quartermiler Ken Head, nursing a leg injury all season, pulled
up in the second leg of Saturday's
440 relay with a pulled muscle
and probably won't make the trip
to the hotlands.

Trackmen
this year, The big favorite will be
Kerry Pearce of UTEP with a
13 :40 to his credit, and he will
join another strong one in Terry
Harrison of Colorado State.

(ill}

shot 220 to claim honors in the
54-hole tourney.
Goodyear is Site
The W AO championship, a
two-day 54-hole affair, will be
played over the 7200 yard Goodyear Golf and Country Club
course in Phoenix, a par 72 layout.
The Lobo entry list will include
senior veteran Terry Dear, soph
Chuck Milne, Wilkening, Steve
Satter.strom, Al L o v at o , and
Dwayne Knight. Lovato was fifth
last season and Milne sixth in the
championship won by Brigham
Young University.
Satterstrom fired a 214 to finish third in the Cougar Classic
while Milne and Dear each shot
218's for third place ties in the
New Mexico State Intercollegiate.

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-Free Glasses AdjustmentComplete Aoscrtment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription
Prescription Sunglosses
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILAB~E

CASEY OPTICAL
Next door to Casey's Your Drug Store
255-6329
4312 Lomos NE

14&54 $l.95

1. Sl E1\RA <,1.IJIHIAU.JIN1'1Nll llO(lK

Williams Out?
A school record holder in the
120 high hurdles, Roosevelt Wil-

liams, bruised a knee as he hit
the second hurdle last Saturday,
and tipped into teammate Rich
Edwards forcing him likewise out
of the race. Neither man finished
the race and it will be W ednesday before Coach Hugh Hackett ·
will know if Williams will be
ready. Be (Williams) has equaled
his sehol mark of :14.0 three times
this season.
Sprinter Don Hanosh, UNM's
entry in the 220 and 100 yard
dashes, pulled a muscle on a
curve against Abilene Christian
and did not finish the race. He
sports the team best this season,
a :21.4 against UTEP.

UTEP, BYU Picked
Meanwhile, Texas-El Paso and
Brigham Young are favored to
battle down to the wire for the
team title with Arizona State
University probably in the third
place spot. Last year the Lobos
finished in a tie with Utah for
third place after winning four
straight WAC championships .
Hackett's hopes will come in
the middle distance and distance
events, but these are also areas
where the favored schools are
strong. Chuck Schuch and Web
Loudat will be entered in the
three mile, an event the pair has
run but once this season,
Pearce Favorite
Schuch ran 13:47.3 and Loudat
14:02.4 in the Houston Invite and
rank third and sixth in the WAC

:

ON. THE LOOSE
/J.If SlFJ\jj 8 J?tNNJI JlU5SlLL
SIERRA C£UB BOOKS AND POSTERS IN STOCK NOW

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbucks

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

U.NDERGRADUATE
SEMINAR PROGRAM
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.
SPECIAL REGISTRATION PROCEDURE NECESSARY.
ALL CLASSES LIMITED TO 15 STUDENTS
Topics, instructors, schedule of classes, instructions relating to special
registration procedures for the 15 one-hour seminars to be offered in Semes-.
ester I, 1969-70, will be available on and after June 15, 1969. A variety of
topics of generc::tl interest. Classes open to any full-time undergraduate
student of any college, freshmen included. No prer!'lquisites.
FOR FULL INFORMATION-after June 15, before September 1write, telephone, or come to the office:
_
DUDLEY WYNN, DIRECTOR~ U.$.P., the Honors Genter,, UNM :P.hon.~: 277-2201

Tuesday, May 20,1969
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The Se-nate Finance Committee
will meet tonight at 6:30 in Room
250-E in the Union.
The bills to be considered by the
committee at that time will be the
one bringing two Brigham Young
University {BYU) representatives to UNM, one concerning a
loan to the National Student Association, and one concerning an
allocation to finance Homecoming, 1969.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

Speakers Committee
Speakers committee will meet
Wednesday, May 21 at 6:30 p.m.
in Room 250-B of the Union.
The committee will be taking
suggestions for next year.

Poetry Reading
Larry Goodell will hold a poetry
reading on Wednesday, May 21, at
the Union ballroom of the University of Albuquerque.
1'he reading is free and all interested persons are invited.

Moth Honor
Members of the UNM department of mathematics and ,ptatistics faculty will honor out:going

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. H ad Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
nc> change!! the rate Is reduced to 6c
.Der word n.d the minimum number ot
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
.!ullprior to Insertion o! advertisement.
Cllll!Sif!ed Advertising
UNM P.O. Bc>x 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
WHERE: Journtll!sm Building, Room
159, a!tern<>O'OJI preferably or mall

1)

PERSONALS

HAPPY BffiTH.OAY, GARY.
PART COYOTE PUPS, Malamute, Huskie & Shepherd combination. Black or
tan~ Come see their varents. Good with
kids. 898-1508 evenings preferred.

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Men's glasses w/black frames, in
tree ncar Art Annex. Owner may claim
at Rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.
LOST: Large puppy-<>range with black
face, baby teeth, chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.

3)

SERVICES

PRECISION MOTOR SERVICE. Expert
tuning and repairs on VW. Porsche
BMW. New Mexicots only factory certified Porsche mechanic. Call 243•2049.

chairman of the department, Dr.
Julius Blum with a party, May 23.
Dr. and Mrs. L. H. Koopmans
will host the celebration. Koopmans is chairman-elect of the department.
Blum is returning to full-time
teaching after six years as department head.

Bureau Chief
William Brad Perrin, a specialist in marketing and industrial
development, has been appointed
by the UNM Bureau of Busines:;;
Research to serve as a Community Development Specialist.
Perrin has worked with the
Arkansas Industrial Development
Commission, the Dwight Spencer
and Associates Co:af Chicago, the
A.G. Nielsen Co. of Paris, France,
the Quaker Oats Co., and Proctor
and Gamble.
He has an academic background
of studies at Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Shelter Advisory
UNM has been designated a
P1•ofessional Advisory Service
Center for fall-out shelter construction in New Mexico.
Under a contract signed with
the Department of the Army's
Office of Civil Defense, the Center will provide assistance in
planning buildings so they can
qualify as fall-out shelters.
The contract for operating the
center in New Mexico for the first
year, starting June 1, is for $20,248.

STUDENTS!!!
Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT -Summer
sublet ior one. Privacy--walk to campus,
50./mo. References reouired. Tel 2428127, pre!erably b•fore B:30 p.m.
SUMMER RENTAL, around June 16. 3
bdtm. bouse near campus. Furnished, inc.
water and electricity. Call 842-8406 after
five.

ETHNIC ADOBE. NW valley, Sublet, $60/
mo .. June-Aug. 344-0660 evenings.
4 BEDROOM, 11,~ bath, 1mfumisbed. Ncar
schools, $125 month lease. Northeast
heights. 345.0416 evenings.
CHAPARRAL APARTMENTS-I bdrm.
furnished, no pcl>l, close to UNM. 521
Spruce SE. 842·1864.
CASA LA PAz-1 b<lrm. furnished, roar•
ried students. No pets. 2 blks from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242-6725.

FOR SALE

5)

1959 SPORTSTER X L C H, good condition, extra stock, and raejng pal'ta, $700.
613 Carlisle SE, Phone 268·8418.
1967 HON.DA CB 160, $300. 268-2335 before
noon.
'67 NORELCO CORDLESS SHAVER w/
cord, trimmer & case. Have beard. $14,
call James 277-2958.
NORTON P-11, 750co, 60 hp. Twin concentries. A fine machine on or off the
road. Cail Mike 242-2300.
200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Call 277-5320 or
277-5203 and make an offer.
PUPPlES now available from Icefloe-The home of the extra large Mala.inutes.
Stud serVice. 298·6112.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

SECRETARY WANTED. Full time. Clooc
to campus. Start working !IS ap. Call 2431771, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
WANTED: SALESGIRLS for cosmetics

comparty. Earn a.s much ns you want.

30·40o/o comm!sAion an nil aaleo. For information l)all 242·9555.
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE: I would
like to talk to Freshmen and Sophomore
men about J'Ull-time employment out of
state this summer. Applicanta must be
good students_ hard-working artd honest.
Average earnings: $1500-$2000. For interview call Dave Ratcliff at 265-6093
between 1 & 9 p.m. Four positios available.
MALE S'I.'UDENT to work through lunch
11-2. Country Barn 2400 Central SE.
TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest and en·
tire W""l;. Good salarics. Free registra•
tion pe.lod. Southwoat Teachers Agency,
1308 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

Tuesday, May 20
Albuquerque Tutoring CoUnt:!il meetln,g;
Clection -of offieel."S; Board room; Albuquer·
que School Board, 721 Maple SE; 7 :30

p.m.
,
Senate Finance Committee;: Union; ltoom
250-E; 6 :80 p.m.
. Wednesday, May 21

Poetry rending by Larry Goodell; University of Albuquerque; U"lion ballroom; 8 p.m.
Business Administration Students Association election; business adminb;tration
building mall; 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Chorus and otchestra concert; 8:15 p.m.;
Popejoy Hall; $1.50 for adulta, $1 for students,
Sandia Grotto meeting; for ..election of
officel'S, slide show; 7 :30 p.m.~ Room 25Q ...E;
Union ..

05 Central NW. 247-8662
SUMMER. JOBS
COLLEGE
MEN&WOMEN
We are hiring students who
are interested in full time summer employment. Those hired
will have the opportunity to
continue employment on a part
time basis next fall. All jobs
will give you tremendous experience for your next school
semester regardless of your
field.
WE OFFER:
1. Salary range of $450-500
monthly, for those who
qualify.
2. Opportunity to work for
one of the largest companies in its field.
3. Opportunity to advance to
management positions thru
the summer.
4. $15,000 in cash scholarships.
5. $25,000 in
merchandise
prizes.
6. A trip to the Bahamas and
around the world to those
who excel.
QUALIFICA'1'IONS
1. Neat in appearance
2. Ability to converse intelligently
8. Willingness to work
hard
Call Mr. Bond from 9:00A.M.
till 2:00 P.M. for an interview
after completion of finals.
242-1609

\
~

Announcem~nts

by
the UNM commun·
ity wiU be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-bour deadline
is in effect.
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Thursday, May 22
Student Recital; Recital Hall; 2: 30 p.m.;
no charge.
Dr.. William Kass: speaking on "The
Diffusion and Solubility of HYdrogen and
Deuterium in Nickel and Platinum; Chemistry Building; Room 101; 4:80 p.m,
Dr. Michael Montgomery; speaking on
usolar Wind :Plasma Observations: V cla
4;u Physics Building; Room 184.
Friday, May 23
Party for Dr. Julius lllum; hosted by Dr.
and Mrs .. L. H. Koopmans~
Society of Sigma Chi annual banquet;
Western Skies; 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 2o
New Mexico Chamber Orchestra recital;
Recital Hall; 4 p.m.; no charge.

No. l.U

Wednesday, May 21, 1969

.:

BOOKS

Cassius Clay

USED

NEW

Cassius Clay, also known as
Muhammad Ali, will speak in
Popejoy Hall, May 26 at 8 p.m.
Clay will be speaking as the
fifth annual Kiker Memorial lecturer.
The general donation for a reception before hand in the Union
ballroom is $2, students are 75
cents, and kids are free. The actual
lecture will be free of charge.

THE BOOKCASE
-ALIVE AT-
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Leaving UNM?

ORqanJzatto.nal meetinG

may2o

stubent un1on sutlb1nq
25oc

7 :OO p.m.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
MAY 29-JUNE 4, 1969
SEMESTER II, 1968·69
Individual students finding eonfilcts in this eXamination schedule must notify instructors eoncerned before
May 22. Any student having more tba.n three Cj(ntninations scheduled in nny one day mny noti!y the in·
structor of tbe last examination listed. If notified before :May ZZ, the instructor shall trtak" arrangements
to give n BPecial examination. Conflicts arising as a result o! seheduUng aut o( the nol'IIUll hour-p.atterrnt
or Q.ay-sequenc.cs must be resolved by the instructor of the off-pattern courses. A ftlculty member who
wish~ to change the examination time of a course must first secure the approval or his Dean who will then
submit formal request to the Registrar.

Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Examination Day
Class Hour
THURSDAY, MAY 29
8:30AM
MorW orF
7:30, 8:00 AM
TorTh
1:30, 2:00 PM
TorTh
6:30, 7:00 PM
Mon {Evening)

FOR RENT

4)

S t u d e n t Aids Office and civic
groups. UNM sophomol·e, Tom
Hogg, chaired the committee responsible for setting up the student-originated fund.
The grants are designed for
New Mexico high school students
who have exhibited sup e r i o r
leadership ability. Hogg said the
scholarships try to bring more
minority group leaders into the
University and improve the quality of minority group leadership
at UNM.
The scholarships are renewable
for all four years of winners' college careers if they continue to be
leaders in the student community.

Scholarships
Three New Mexico high school
seniors have been named recipients of the first UNM Leadership
Scholarship awards.
Richard Apodaca of Hatch Valley High School, Edmund<> Orozco
of Carlsbad High School, and Larry parker of Laguna-Acoma High
School wilf receive the $1000
award, given to the top leaders
among minority groups in high
schools throughout the state.
The scholarship fund was established by the UNM Associated
with the UNM

I , __ .__,

Calling U

carTipus Briefs
Finance Committee

1--~---:~~~

MorWorF
TorTh
M orWorF
Tue (evening)
M orWorF
Saturday Only

MorWorF
TorTh
M orWorF
Mon {evening)
Wed {evening)
M orW orF
TorTh
M orW orF
M orWorF
Tue {evening)
Thur (evening)
TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh

FRIDAY, MAY 30
9:30AM
9 :00, 9 :30 AM
12:30 PM
6:00, 6:30, 7:00 PM
SATURDAY, MAY 31
10:30 AM
(all sections)
MONDAY, JUNE 2
11:30 AM
10:30, 11:00 AM
1:30PM
8:00PM
6:30, 7:00 PM
TUESDAY, JUNE 3
7:30AM
12:00, 12:30 PM
2:30 PM
4:30PM
8:00PM
6 :30, 7:00 PM
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
3:00, 3:30 PM
3:30 PM
4:30 PM

Examination Time
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1 :00-3 :00 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-8:00 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
6:80-8:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
3:30·5:30 PM

• In combined Lecture-Laboratory eoUTI% reference Is ma.de to the first lecture section. Examinations In
laboratory courses may be given during tbe last week of clrulscs prccceding the examination week or durlng
cxaJnination week nt the time pr()vided :in the schedule.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
THURSDAY, MAY 29
PSYCH. 102 (ALL SECTIONS)
FRIDAY, MAY 30
CHEM. 101, 102, 303, 304, 310 (ALL SECTIONS)
SATURDAY, MAY 31
Modern and Classical Languages (All Sections
of courses numbered below 300-time and
place to 'be announced by the instructor)
MONDAY, JUNE 2
C.E. 202, 302 (ALL SECTIONS)
M.E. 206 (At.L SECTIONS)
MUS. ED. 294 (ALL SECTIONS)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
SOC. 102 (ALL SECTIONS)

-i ..

!

1:00·3:00 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
li00-3:00 PM
and
3:30-5:30 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM

,~1
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